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As we stand here on planet earth we are surrounded by all of the signs of

the zodiac together with all of the planets, stars and asteroids in this

amazing universe. 

And we see the Moon, our Moon, with thirteen lunar cycles, through the

year.

Nature has routine, ever unfolding patterns and evolution. We are a part

of nature and so we also evolve. And so can our businesses and soul

based career choices.

In this download, I will share valuable insights to start giving your life a

cosmic edge, using what nature is providing us with freely; the energy of

the moon cycle. 

But to start ...

Important!

The dark of the Moon (just before the new) is a time of the light

'disappearing' and perfect for noticing unexpected insights and dreams

that take an amazingly different turn. 
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New Moon 

 

Let’s consider what a New Moon signifies – new thoughts, new

intentions, new deeds. After all, the Moon is at its slightest at New Moon

and will spend approximately 2 weeks growing (waxing). 

Astronomically the New Moon appears when the Sun and Moon are

together in the sky. 

The moon reflects the solar light again. Reflection.

If we garden by the Moon we would plant seeds at a New Moon. It gives

them a really good start in life.

In days gone past the New Moon would have been greeted with a sense of

relief – light has returned to the sky at night!

 The Moon represents imagination, emotions and our inner landscape.

The New Moon, that first sliver of light in the sky, carries an ancestral

memory of celebrating the return of light at night. And it is a time to start

something new - or polish something that we want to sparkle. 
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Questions For A Cosmic Edge on New Moon 

 

What thoughts or actions are new to you with the New Moon? 

What insight  is new to you? 

Will you use the amazing New Moon energy to inspire or to be inspired?

 

Type your reply here: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Begin one task at a new moon and follow the pattern through! 

What is growing?

 

Type your reply here: 
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Full Moon 

 

At Full Moon we can honour that which we have accomplished and

achieved. Maximum light. The Moon is in the opposite sign of the zodiac

to the sun.

From now the light, and the energy, lessens or wanes until it become dark

again.

However, there is much to consider at this amazing fullness of moonlight. 

As the Moon is opposite the Sun, it has full beam of light and allows us to

fully see what we have brought into the light during the past fourteen

days since the New Moon. 
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Questions For A Cosmic Edge on Full Moon

 

What needs a final polish or tweak before pushing it out into the world? 

 

Type your reply here: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Is there something that you are so proud to have done and achieved? 

 

Type your reply here: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Full Moon is a time of letting go of something either due to no longer

of use or because, as we saw earlier, it is time for release out into the

world! 

 

 

Celebrate that which has grown!
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My name is Alison Smith and I’m an astrologer. 

My clients go from knowing there’s a void to feeling aligned with who

they really are, feeling inspired to serve others in their own unique way

and having the freedom to making great choices.

I focus on helping 45+ women who feel called to serve and don’t know yet

the who, what, when, how and why. 

Understanding your birth chart will reveal a roadmap forward in the

best possible way for you. It will show your unique talents, gifts, shadow

sides and how to steer through them as you walk forwards with brilliant

purpose. 

If you would like to know more, book 15 minutes with me and we’ll begin

a conversation. 

With love, 

BOOK NOWAlison

Hello!
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